LOOKING FOR A LINK TO LOG IN TO THESE SESSIONS?
CHECK OUT LABASH.ORG/ZOOM TO ACCESS ALL CONFERENCE ZOOM LINKS!

FRIDAY 4/9

5:00 - 5:30 PM EST  OPENING CEREMONY
// Opening Remarks from ASLA CEO Torey Carter-Conneen and the LABash 2021 Team

5:30 - 7:00 PM  KOFI BOONE
// The Commons: Land, Property, Information, and Landscape Agency **

5:30 - 7:00 PM  FRIDAY EVENING SOCIAL
// Trivia Night Presented by the LABash 2021 Social Committee!

SATURDAY 4/10

10:00 - 11:00 AM EST  Jennifer Ng and Elaine Limmer // Breaking Down the Zoom Barrier **
Juanita Shearer-Swink and Kristopher Pritchard // DEI in the LAAB Standards
Panel Discussion: OLIN // Practicing Justice **

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM  Barbara Deutsch // The Green New Deal Superstudio **
Jenn Low // Design Shifts in the 21st Century: Deliberate Moves to Bend Toward Justice
Jodi House and Molly Plummer // Why Connections Matter
Dr. Bo Zhang // Smart Landscape, Compacted Landscape

12:15 - 1:15 PM  SATURDAY LUNCH HOUR
// Network with conference attendees and join our prize raffles!

1:15 - 2:45 PM  SIGNE NIELSEN
// Equity By Design **

3:00 - 4:00 PM  Steven Chavez // Why NAMLA?
Alberto de Salvatierra // Soft Infrastructures and Solarpunk Urbanism
James Rojas and John Kamp // Playing to Plan
Tori Kjer // Lecture Title Coming Soon!

4:15 - 5:15 PM  Dr. Douglas Williams // Sacred Ground **
Grace Zheng // Complexities Behind Practicing in “Paradise”
Kari Spiegelhalter // Data and Democracy: Design Processes for Community Health
Panel Discussion: GGN // Landscape as Relational Practice

5:30 - 7:00 PM  BLACK LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS NETWORK
// Lecture Title Coming Soon!

8:00 - 9:00 PM  SATURDAY EVENING SOCIAL
// Scribble Night Presented by the LABash 2021 Social Committee!

8:00 - 10:45 PM  CLAIMING OPEN SPACES WITH DR. AUSTIN ALLEN
// Film Screening and Director’s Q+A

** LACES CREDIT AVAILABLE
SUNDAY 4/11

10:00 - 11:00 AM EST  
Derek Gagne and Ivy Wong // Third Places  
Kartika Rachmawati // Regenerative Ecological Urbanism on Compacted Grounds **  
Marisa Kushner and Robert Lopez // Your Path to Licensure

10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel Discussion: MVVA // An Evolving Framework for Equity and The Gathering Place

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM  
Selina Martinez // Indigenous Placekeeping, Plurality, and Futurities **  
Sahar Coston-Hardy and Alexa Bosse // Democratizing Design Through Photography and Visual Storytelling **  
Dr. Yekang Ko // Landscape for Humanity: How Landscape Architects Tackle Homelessness

12:15 - 1:15 PM  
SUNDAY LUNCH HOUR  
// Network with conference attendees and join our prize raffles!

1:15 - 2:30 PM  
DIANA FERNANDEZ BIBEAU  
// Heterogeneous Futures **

3:00 - 4:45 PM  
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE  
// Featuring Khensani de Klerk, Dr. Ghazal Jafari, and Ana Maria Durán Calisto

5:00 - 6:30 PM  
DR. DIANE JONES ALLEN AND DR. AUSTIN ALLEN  
// Landscape: Recovering Sustainability and Resilience **

6:30 - 7:00 PM  
CLOSING CEREMONIES  
// Closing Remarks from the LABash 2021 Executive Committee

** LACES CREDIT AVAILABLE

SPECIAL THANKS TO THIS YEAR’S SPONSORS FOR MAKING LABASH 2021 POSSIBLE!